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As the Delta variant of SARS-CoV-2 continues to sweep the globe some countries
are dropping pandemic restrictions despite having only moderate rates of vaccination.
With the World Health Organization ...
“Delta is a warning”: WHO concerned new COVID-19 variants will emerge
The document outlines unpublished data that shows fully vaccinated people might
spread the delta variant at the same rate as unvaccinated people.
CDC doc warns delta variant appears to spread as easily as chickenpox, cause more
severe infection
Respected researcher Dr Joanna Harper, herself a trans woman, says she has her
doubts about the New Zealander's participation in the women's weightlifting
competition.
Olympic advisor on trans athletes says history may judge it 'less than ideal' that
transgender weightlifter Laurel Hubbard is allowed to compete at Tokyo 2020
Just before the start of Pride Month, Walmart, the largest retailer in the world, began
selling a wide variety of rainbow-themed merchandise. A perusal of the company’s
website reveals hundreds ...
Pride merch won’t save trans youth
Laurel Hubbard, 43, who gender transitioned in 2012, is competing in the 87+kg
category in Tokyo after a controversial rule change by the International Olympic
Committee.
Critics warn 'naive' Olympic committee has set a dangerous precedent as New
Zealand weightlifter Laurel Hubbard prepares to make history today as first trans
woman to compete ...
The mandates include unvaccinated and vaccinated people alike and fall in line with
CDC and federal guidelines.
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Mask mandates go back into effect at many local government buildings
By now, we all know that the Delta variant is about twice as transmissible as the
original coronavirus. What exactly makes it so good at spreading?
What is it about the Delta variant that makes it spread so easily?
Secretary of State Antony Blinken speaks during a news conference at NATO’s
headquarters in Brussels, Belgium, April 14, 2021. (Kenzo Tribouillard/Pool via
Reuters) Antony Blinken’s 60 Minutes ...
The Corner
Elected officials, including Gov. Ricketts, should be stalwart in urging vaccination, our
main tool to protect public health.
Editorial: Nebraska, let's make serious progress in vaccinating against COVID
An internal presentation suggests that vaccinated people, when infected, spread the
virus at similar rates to unvaccinated people ...
Delta much more contagious than other COVID-19 variants, CDC document says
A major sewer transmission main leak that prompted a water-contact advisory at a
popular local beach still seeps up through the ground as workers prepare to literally
...
Sewer line work continues; Bryant Park beach OK'd for swimming, infrastructure
repair costs unknown
The eviction moratorium in North Carolina has expired, 10 months after it was
enacted to protect renters amid the pandemic.
North Carolina's eviction moratorium expires as Delta variant spreads
The rising threat of infection led the agency to say that individuals in areas of “high”
or “substantial” transmission of ... 40% across the finish line could be a slow crawl,
as many ...
CDC urges masks indoors, including at schools
The rising threat of infection led the agency to say that individuals in areas of “high”
or “substantial” transmission of ... 40 percent across the finish line could be a slow
crawl ...
As COVID-19 cases rise, CDC urges masks indoors, including schools
Medical experts sounding the alarm amid news of an internal document with troubling
new details about ... people wear masks indoors in places where transmission of the
virus is sustained or ...
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